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Fáilte go dtí an Latin Quarter Gin Fest! 
Welcome to The Latin Quarter Gin Fest!
Attention Gin Drinkers! From Thursday 6th – Sunday 9th June 2019 you are invited 
to experienceThe Latin Quarter Gin Fest, a 4 day fun-filled celebration of all things 
related to Gin & Tonic throughout the bars of The Latin Quarter. With the pinnacle of 
the festival being World Gin Day on Saturday 8th June!

Promising a weekend of gin-joyment, a range of events will be taking place including; 
A Gin Village, Gin Cruises, Master Classes and Tastings, Gin Forage, Food & Gin 
Pairings, Gin Cocktails & Competitions,  New Gin launches, Gin Experientials and 
much more appealing to every G&T drinker! 

The focus of our festival is to encourage people to try a variety of gin and tonic brands 
available on the market, from Irish to International creations. There is also a focus on the 
education side of how gin is produced, learning about the perfect serve when choosing 
garnishes and how tonics enhance the flavour of your drinks. In essence you’ll be a 
‘ginius’ at the end of the festival.

Located in the heart of the city, The Latin Quarter is often referred to as the 
cultural hub of Galway and is home to many of the city’s quirkiest and best-known 
pubs, restaurants, shops and hotels. The area also boasts medieval pedestrianised 
cobblestone streets that offer a unique festive-like atmosphere, providing the heartbeat 
to the City of the Tribes.

It’s the third year of the festival, without the support of 
festival partners, the commitment of the bars, restaurants and 
businesses in The Latin Quarter and our dedicated committee 
working together to add another celebration to our renowned 
city of festivals! The Latin Quarter Gin Fest will be celebrating 
World Gin Day with the return of ‘The Gin Village’ from 5-7pm 
in The Quays Bar! Think live DJ, and over 20 pop up gin bars 
that you can stroll through and sample a range of G&Ts!

Bain sult as an bhFéile,
The Latin Quarter Committee
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Located in the heart of the city and 
inspired by the origins of pop culture, 
1520 Quay Street embodies the 
energy and unique atmosphere of 
Galway. This newly renovated bar 
provides customers with good food, 
delicious cocktails and local artists who 
entertain visitors to and residents of this 
great city alike.
 
1520 Quay Street is eclectic and 
different, with a touch of traditional 
Irish pub and a dash of everything else! 
The large front bar features big tables 
for dining with a group, as well as snugs 
and high stools for enjoying a pint or 
some pub grub. There’s plenty of tv’s 
to enjoy all the top sporting action and 

1520   Quay Street, The Latin Quarter

a large screen for the big games. Don’t 
worry there’s plenty of room for dancing 
too when bands take to the bandstand. 
Or, if you’d prefer a few quiet pints 
with your mates, the Penney Bar at the 
back has comfy chairs and a warm, cosy 
feeling.

Their menu is full of top-quality 
gourmet pub grub with options like 
nachos, sliders, and stew, which all pair 
perfectly with a cold pint and a delicious 
gin. Time to tuck in!

 @1520bar
 @1520barGalway
          @1520bar



Busker Brownes is a must-visit bar set 
in the Heart of Galway’s Latin Quarter, 
serving food daily from 10am.

Late bar & live music every night. 
Busker’s transforms into one of 
Galway’s premier entertainment 
venues showcasing the best of what 
Galway’s music scene has to offer.

To book or for enquiries: 091 563377

www.buskerbrownes.com

Come to Eat …. Stay to Party!

Busker Brownes Bar  Cross St, The Latin Quarter 
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 @buskerbrownesandkirbys
 @buskerbrownes
 @buskerbrownes_kirbysrestaurant



Situated on Middle Street in Galway 
city, the award-winning Cava Bodega 
showcases the very best of Spanish 
food and wine. Often referred to as 
the best tapas in Ireland and with an 
extensive menu of 80 tapas, there really 
is something for everyone.

Cava Bodega’s atmosphere is colourful, 
warm and lively and is great for groups 
as well as those looking for a romantic 
dinner for two. A popular local 
restaurant for the last 10 years, tourists 
and food critics are also singing its 
praise. Open 7 days a week until late!

Cava  1 Middle St, Galway, The Latin Quarter

@cavagalway
@cava_tapas_bar
CavaTapasBar
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Situated right in the heart of Galway 
City on High Street, Freeneys is home 
to one of the largest selectins of gin in 
The Latin Quarter. 

Family owned and operated since 1938, 
Freeneys is a great place for locals 
and tourists alike. Make sure to pop in 
during The Latin Quarter Gin Fest and 
sample some of the great choice of gins. 
As recently as 1976 it was still a pub 
and a General Merchant, acting as 
a grocers’ shop for the locals and 
supplying everything and anything to the 
many fishing trawlers in nearby Galway 
docks. They packed their own sugar 
and tea, bottled their own Jameson and 
Powers whiskeys from the cask, but as 

the small grocers trade changed with 
the arrival of supermarkets, the grocery 
shop was converted to a fishing tackle 
shop.

Freeneys  19 High Street, The Latin Quarter
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Jurys Inn  Quay Street, The Latin Quarter 

Located on the busy hub of Quay 
Street with a beautiful view overlook-
ing Galway Bay, Jurys Inn is perfectly 
situated in the heart of our historic city 
centre. With the Spanish Arch and 
Medieval City Wall just a two minute 
walk away, they are perfectly placed 
for guests wanting transport links, retail 
therapy and historic city attractions! 

For those seeking to immerse them-
selves in Galway’s bustling cultural hub 
look no further. Shop Street is bursting 
with shops, nightlife, restaurants and 
bars. The vibrant Latin Quarter is 
loved by both tourists and locals, offer-
ing a unique atmosphere you’ll only find 
in Galway.

Jurys Inn is the ideal starting point for 
your tour of Galway. Features 130 
stylish rooms, Jurys Inn provide their 
guests with the ultimate comfort away 
from home. 

Jusys Inn is also home to their stylish 
on-site bar for those wishing to relax 
with a beverage after exploring the city 
centre or a long day of business. Peruse 
their bar menu for a gin of choice, and 
pair with one of their delicious meals 
including horseshoe gammon to classic 
burgers.
       
       @jurysgalway
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Kirby’s offers a relaxed dining 
experience in comfortable, 
surroundings. Savour the best of local
produce, cooked with a modern twist. 
An extensive wine list is available, with 
an emphasis on New World wines.

For a night out with friends or a 
special occasion, Kirby’s is a great 
option, you’re assured of a warm and 
friendly welcome, and a great night out.

To book or for enquiries: 091 569404
After dinner, Kirby’s Restaurant 
transforms into a late bar! Kirby’s is 
the perfect place to dine in style and 
unwind afterwards with their full bar 
service available every weekend! 

Located right in the centre of Galway’s 
vibrant Latin Quarter, “Upstairs @ 
Kirby’s”, our chic Late Bar is the 
ideal party venue for any occasion!

Kirby’s Bar and Restaurant  Cross St, The Latin Quarter 

 @buskerbrownesandkirbys
 @buskerbrownes
 @buskerbrownes_kirbysrestaurant
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A family-run restaurant based on Quay 
Street since 1902, Martine’s have a 
long history of looking after customers 
and the tastiest of local food, sourced 
from nearby land and sea.

Customer service is an inherited trait 
that they pass on to their team in the 
restaurant and they strive to make every 
customer feel as welcomed as Nanny 
Mac did all those years ago.

The team at Martine’s believe in local 
Irish produce prepared simply using 
traditional and modern techniques 
from home and around the world, and 
with something to suit everyone on the 
menu, a visit here is a must.

Martines Restaurant  21 Quay Street, The Latin Quarter

Cocktails are a speciality in Martine’s 
so call in for a bite to eat over The Latin 
Quarter Gin Fest weekend or perhaps 
a well deserved Gin Martini!

@martines_restaurant
@MartinesWineBar
MartinesQuayStreet
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The latest addition to the Latin 
Quarter, Pálás is a three screen 
cinema which showcases an eclectic 
programme of Irish and international 
film, complete with a lively bar and an 
award-winning restaurant, Merrow, all a 
stone’s throw from Spanish Arch.
 
Drop into the bright ground 
floor restaurant to discover our 
contemporary, seasonal menu sourced
from local produce and inspired by 
the creativity of our tight knit team, as 
well as the surrounding landscape of 
Galway county. Breakfast, lunch and 
dinner is served throughout the week 
from 10am, with brunch on weekends 
from 10am to 5pm.

And in the first floor bar, you’ll find a 
carefully curated list of cocktails, spirits, 
Old and New World wines, beers, craft 
brews (and plenty of gin of course!), 
throughout the day and night. Our bar 
is an event venue in itself, with table 
quizzes, karaoke, doggy brunches and 
live music occurring regularly.

Be sure to pop in any time, and stay 
tuned to our social media for everything 
coming up in Pálás &
Merrow!
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PÁLÁS and Merrow  15 Merchants Road, The Latin Quarter

@merrowgalway
@merrowgalway

www.palas.ie

@palasgalway                         
@PalasGalway                   
@palasgalway
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Seven Bar and Restaurant is Galway’s 
most exciting bar & live music venue 
found in the heart of the city, offering 
everything from great food and 
delicious cocktails to live entertainment 
seven nights a week, with some of the 
friendliest staff in Galway.
 
We serve food daily from 10am until 
9pm Sunday to Thursday and until 8pm 
Friday & Saturday! Seven has FREE 
Live Entertainment 7 nights a week 
with Late Bars every weekend. 

Pop in for the incredible cocktails and 
you may just end up staying the night, 
as it’s hard to resist all that’s on offer at 
Seven.

For bookings contact us on 
info@sevenbridgestreet.ie
             
 @sevengalway                         
 @sevenbargalway                   
 @sevengalway

seven Bar and restaurant   7 Bridge St, The Latin Quarter
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Taaffes is one of Galway City’s best 
known bars which is located on Shop 
Street, operating for over 150 years. 
Bustling and friendly, this family run, 
country style pub is enjoyed by locals 
and visitors alike.

As you pass by its stone facade you 
can hear traditional Irish music passing 
through the windows each day at 
5.30pm and again at 9.30pm. Plenty 
of comfortable walled seating and dark 
green walls give it a cosy and welcoming 
atmosphere. 
 
The bustling bar is well-known for its 
atmosphere and traditional Irish music 
which has been playing here for nearly 
30 years. Great quality bar food is 

served from 10.30am daily.

         @TaaffesBarGalway
 @taaffes bar
 @taaffesbar
 

taaffes Bar  19 Shop St, The Latin Quarter 



The Bunch of Grapes 2 High Street, The Latin Quarter

Located on High Street in the centre 
of the City, this immaculately clean 
pub is a treasure trove of old artefacts 
and a Pub Guide favourite. An often 
overlooked venue due to its position 
beside many larger pubs, the Bunch of 
Grapes has a loyal following especially 
among older professionals. The walls 
are adorned with lots of items from the 
pasts and symbols of old Galway. 

The Bunch of Grapes has a small seat-
ing area outside on High Street which 
is a great place to be on a sunny day. 
They also serve delicious sandwiches 
using bread from a local bakery or you 
can go upstairs to the separate cafe. 
The “Bunch” was opened in the 1980s 

during an era of regeneration in the 
City centre and was named after a 
pub in London which the owner had 
managed. It has stood the test of time 
looks like it will be around for a long 
time to come.

The building itself is in a row dating 
from the early 1800s when they were 
built on the site of a former school. 
Many businesses have traded from 
here in the 200 years since including 
Campbells’s general store, Curran’s 
pub and Egan’s pub.
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Often referred to as your friendly local 
in the city, The Dáil Bar is located in the 
heart of Galway’s Latin Quarter. 

A trendy bar for both locals and 
visitors to the city, its  one of the city’s 
most popular party venues  with live 
music and a late bar nightly. Sample 
their extensive gin selection, where 
the team are always happy make a 
recommendation, right down to the 
choice of tonic and garnish. 

While their cocktail selection is a must 
try! Serving a tempting lunch and dinner 
menu, it promises to be a highlight
for all your gin fest socialising!    

 

The Dail Bar 42 Middle Street, The Latin Quarter

        @thedailbar
 @TheDailBar1
 @thedailbar
 www.thedailbargalway.com  
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The Dew Drop Inn and An Tobar bar 
provide one of Galway’s most friendly, 
endearing drinking experiences.  The 
pub is warm, welcoming, and friendly 
and is home to Galway’s smallest 
comedy Club!

This landmark premises sits at the end 
of Mainguard Street and comprises 
of two rooms, one with a small bar 
and the second a comfortable seating 
area and open fire. An Tobar is larger 
and open plan with a long bar. The old 
style interior is brightly decorated which 
adds a lot of character. 

This is undoubtedly one of Galway’s 
most comfortable pubs. There is also an 

often overlooked upstairs room which 
can be a great place to secure some 
seats even on the busiest of nights. 
The Dew Drop is particularly popular 
for watching live sporting events on its 
many screens. 

 @DewDropGalway
 @DewDropComedy
 @dewdropinngalway

The Dew Drop  Mainguard St, The Latin Quarter
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At the centre of Galway’s social scene,
The Front Door Pub is one of Galway’s
most iconic late bars with live
entertainment 7 nights a week.

Boasting 5 bars including a cocktail 
lounge and whiskey parlour it’s spread 
over two floors and two streets. It’s also 
conveniently next door to Tigh Nora 
Gin bar.

 The shelves are brimming with different
varieties of gin, along with a varied tonic
and garnish selection. Renowned for its
friendly bar staff, you are bound
to meet a familiar face.

 

The Front Door Pub  23 High Street, The Latin Quarter

By day, The Front Door is a bustling
bar and restaurant, showing all the main
sporting events and serving delicious 
pub grub.

By night, its where people come to 
socialise and party, making it a hive of 
activity for locals and visitors to the 
city alike.

 @frontdoorpub
 @FrontDoorPubGal
 @thefrontdoorpub
 www.frontdoorpub.com 
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The Kasbah, nestled above the 
famous Tigh Neachtain pub, is one 
of the newest additions to The Latin 
Quarter, and already a favourite.

Open Wednesday to Sunday offering 
a Lunch, Early Bird and an Evening 
Menu, experience The  Kasbah Wine 
Bar  and its innovative food and high 
quality wine, beer, whiskey and cocktails.

This lovely wine bar in the heart of 
The Latin Quarter is the perfect spot 
to relax with friends and family over 
a few glasses of wine or cocktails. 
The menu is designed to share and 
is served on small plates with a strong 
focus on Irish producers and suppliers.

The Kasbah Wine Bar at Tigh Neachtain, Quay Street

TheKasbahWineBar
@kasbahwinebar
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The Kings Head is a Medieval Pub 
steeped in history, with Live Music, 
Whiskey Bar & Bistro over 3 floors. 
The building itself is over 800 years 
old and gets its name from its historic 
links to the execution of King Charles 
1st in 1649.  

History aside, this family run Pub, is 
renowned for its entertainment with 
Free Live Music every night of the 
week, Late Bars every weekend, and a 
reputation for a friendly welcome, great 
Cocktails, Gins and Craft Beers. 

The Kings Head  15 High Street, The Latin Quarter 

The Kings Head serves food from 
11am until 10pm daily. The Kings Head 
Bistro which opened last year has 
added another dimension with its cozy, 
relaxed vibe, Gin Bar, smooth sounds 
& stylish surrounds. 

So where better to savour Gin Fest 
than in the historic surroundings of The 
Kings Head. “Buail Isteach”. 
 
 www.thekingshead.ie
 @thekingsheadgalway
 @kingsheadgalway
 @thekingsheadgalway
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With a love for cocktails and fun nights 
out, The Liquor Lounge is one of The 
Latin Quarter’s most popular
party venues.

Nestled above  The Dáil Bar, it’s a 
late venue 7 nights a week with an 
impressive gin selection.

It’s  shelves are brimming with all types 
of gin, along with a cocktail menu 
featuring many tempting and unique gin
creations.

Sitting at the bar watching the team 
shake up your favourite cocktails is a 
pastime in itself!
 

 @TheLiquorLoungeGalway
 @LiquorLoungeGalway
 @TheLiquorLoungeGalway

The Liquor Lounge   Middle Street, The Latin Quarter
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This 400 year old Slatehouse 
Bar on Kirwan’s Lane is famous for 
Whiskey & Gins… with a few cheeky
Poitíns thrown in! Right in the heart of 
Galway’s social scene and with weekly 
Gin & Whiskey promotions, The 
Slatehouse Bar on Kirwan’s Lane is the 
ideal venue to celebrate your special
occasion - Gourmet Finger Food
Available. Late bar Every Night!!!!
To book or for enquiries: 091 563377

www.buskerbrownes.com
THE HALL ON LEVEL 3 @ THE 

SLATEHOUSE –Kirwan’s Lane, Galway. 
Galway’s Ultimate Party Venue – The 
New Look Hall On Level 3 @ The 
Slatehouse. Book your event in one of

The Slate House Bar   Kirwan’s Lane, The Latin Quarter 

the city’s most unique, historical and 
vibrant venues – right in the centre of 
The Latin Quarter, Where Galway 
Comes Alive! Whether it’s a Birthday 
Party, Class Party, Corporate Event or
Function, the team will help you 
make it an evening you won’t forget. 
Gourmet Finger Food Available.

 @buskerbrownesandkirbys
 @buskerbrownes
 @buskerbrownes_kirbysrestaurant



The Quays Bar is a Gothic Myriad 
consisting of Stain Glassed Windows, 
Church Pews, Library, Mezzanine 
Area and Country Cottage Setting 
displaying Bric a Brac in all its Nooks 
and Crannies appealing to both the 
local & the visitor. 

Nightly Live Music abounds from the 
suspended stage in the centre of the 
ground floor lounge. As a public house 
that has been trading for almost 400 
years, expanded since 1992 by owner 
Louis Fitzgerald over 4 floors now 
established as Ireland’s foremost drink 
& music emporium.

Serving Irish & European food daily 
with fresh oysters don’t miss the Gin 
Fest specials throughout the weekend. 
 
         @quaysgalway 
 @QuaysBarGalway
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the Quays  11 Quay St, The Latin Quarter 
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Chic and understated, The Yard 
Kitchen / Bar is an all-day destination, 
with a comfy lobby to lounge, and an 
all-day kitchen and bar to catch up, 
socialise, mingle and party.

Renowned for serving the finest 
cocktails in town, a visit to this multi-
award-winning bar over The Latin 
Quarter Gin Fest weekend is a must.

A special gin cocktail is The Duchess, 
created specifically for the visit of 
HRH The Duchess of Cornwall to 
The House Hotel. Nights out are 
precious – spend yours wisely!

         @TheYardGalway
 @TheYardGalway
 @TheYardGalway

the yard KItchen/ Bar. At The House Hotel, Flood St, The Latin Quarter 



This family run pub guarantees you a 
warm welcome, a great Gin & Tonic 
and some lively Traditional music to 
make your visit to Tig Choili’s a special 
one!

 @tig.choili 
 @tigchoili

Located in the heart of Galway’s Latin
Quarter, Tig Choili is a country pub in 
the middle of the city, boasting some 
of the finest Traditional Irish Music 
Galway has to offer, with sessions twice 
a day. 

With a good blend of locals and visitors 
alike, this lively pub promises to give 
you an experience, It is a hub for local 
and visiting musicians with 14 sessions 
weekly, all year round, and the walls 
are decorated with pictures of local 
and famous musicians who have played 
a tune or two in Tig Choili’s over the 
years.

tIg choIlI  Mainguard St, The Latin Quarter 
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Since 1894, the former home of 
prominent animal rights activist Richard 
Martin has been a meeting place since 
it first opened its doors for a diverse 
and eclectic clientele. Tigh Neachtain’s 
strong connection with Galway’s arts 
and musical communities adds to the 
allure of its already welcoming interior. 
Whether you are looking for a seat by 
the fire on a chilly winter’s day or to soak 
up the atmosphere of Galway city while 
enjoying a drink in our beer garden, Tigh 
Neachtain’s door is always open. 

Some of the most talented musicians 
on the planet have played in Tigh 
Neachtain including Sharon Shannon, 
Brendan O’Regan, Deirbhile Ni 
Bhrolchain, Kevin Hough, Breda 

Smyth and Brian Lennon. 
Tigh Neachtains stocks a large and 
varied selection of gin, along with a 
variety of craft beers to rare and vintage 
whiskey’s and scotch, we are positive 
there is something for everyone at Tigh 
Neachtains. 

At Tigh Neachtains they are always 
getting involved with something, they 
love supporting local cultural festivals 
and groups. They are big advocates for 
arts and music and they live to celebrate 
the wonderful offerings from some of 
the best home grown talent there is! 

         @tighneachtain 
 @Tigh_Neachtain
 @tighneachtain

tIgh neachtaIn  17 Cross Street, The Latin Quarter 

https://twitter.com/Tigh_Neachtain


With over 200 different types of gins, 
Tigh Nora is Galway’s most popular and 
award winning Gin bar.

A  haven for gin drinkers, explore the 
bespoke range of Irish and international 
gin brands, perfectly complimented 
with a range of tonics and variety of 
garnishes.

The team are gin experts, who are 
happy to share their knowledge, and 
the bar has just released its very own gin 
called ‘Nora’s Gin’, after its namesake 
Nora Barnacle. 

Inside you will find an intimate   
setting  with soft lighting, comfy 
seating,  an  open fire and  lively
atmosphere,  making it the 

perfect  perch  to enjoy a G&T.

 @TighNoraGalway
 @TighNoraGalway
 @TighNoraGalway
 www.tighnoragalway.com 

Tigh Nora 7 Cross Street, The Latin Quarter
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PLEASE ENJOY THE CURIOUS RESPONSIBLY



©2018 Bombay Sapphire, the Bombay Sapphire bottle and its trade dress are trade marks. 
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FLAV� RS
AT GALWAY  N FEST 2018

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE QUEEN VIC CREST 

WHITE – CMYK

Bombay Cocktails-A6 advert_02.indd   1 15/05/2018   09:41





Gin with a fresh citrus 
taste and spicy notes of 

oriental botanicals 

ORIENTAL 
BOTANICALS, 
GUNPOWDER 

TEA AND IRISH 
CURIOUSITY











AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY  

FROM COMANS BEVERAGES 

“The Original & Best Strawberry 

Gin from Seville” 





@LoughReeDistill

Have you tried our 
award winning Gin?

#OurAimisTrue

ENJOY SLINGSHOT RESPONSIBLY

Distilled & bottled in Lanesborough, Co. Longford.

@LoughReeDistill



  @GalwayLatinQtr 

  @latinquartergalway

  thelatinquarter

#LQGinFest



Call to see us during The Latin 
Quarter Gin Fest! 12 High Street, The 
Latin Quarter, Galway

@murphysicecream
@MurphysIceCream
MurphysIceCream




